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Abstract—This paper presents a method of acquiring IsA
assertions (hyponymy relations), AtLocation assertions (in-
forming of location of objects) and LocatedNear assertions (in-
forming of neighboring locations) automatically from Japanese
Wikipedia XML dump files. To extract IsA assertions, we use
the Hyponymy extraction tool v1.0, which analyses definition,
category and hierarchy structures of Wikipedia articles. The
tool also produces information-rich taxonomy from which,
using our original method, we can extract additional infor-
mation, in this case AtLocation and LocatedNear type of
assertions. Experiments showed that both methods produce
positive results: we were able to acquire 5,866,680 IsA as-
sertions with 99.0% reliability, 131,760 AtLocation assertion
pairs with 93.0% reliability and 6,217 LocatedNear assertion
pairs with 99.0% reliability. Our method exceeded the baseline
system considering both precision and the number of acquired
assertions.

Keywords-Knowledge Acquisition; Pattern Recognition; In-
formation Retrieval;

I. INTRODUCTION

Access to large-scale general knowledge bases, is an

important factor in developing effective programs perform-

ing textual-reasoning tasks. One of the examples of such

bases is ConceptNet, a knowledge representation project

that provides a large semantic graph describing general

human knowledge [1]. ConceptNet was initiated to repre-

sent knowledge collected by Open Mind Common Sense

project [2], which utilizes an interactive website to collect

new knowledge. Further releases incorporated knowledge

from similar websites as well as online word games that

automatically collect general knowledge in, besides En-

glish, Japanese, Chinese, Portuguese and Dutch. Current

goal of ConceptNet is to expand the knowledge base with

data mined from Wiktionary1, a multilingual, web-based

free content dictionary, and Wikipedia2, a free-access, free

content Internet encyclopedia, which are both hosted by

non-profit Wikimedia Foundation. A growing number of

projects utilizing this open-source knowledge base represent

applications such as topic-gisting [3], affect-sensing [4],

1http://www.wiktionary.org/
2http://www.wikipedia.org/

dialog systems [5], daily activities recognition [6] and so

on. However the effectiveness of such programs depends

on the size of the knowledge base: the more extensive it

is, the higher recall. Populating knowledge bases manually

would be a long and labor-intensive process. For example,

nadya.jp3, an online project aiming at gathering knowledge

by means of a game with a purpose [7], since its launch

in 2010 was able to introduce little over 43,500 entries

to the ConceptNet. It is therefore clear that there exists a

strong need to develop methods of introducing new pieces

of information automatically.

Projects such as NELL [8] or KNEXT [9] focus on ex-

tracting meaningful assertions from unstructured text data

found on the Internet. Alternative to that approach would

be to transfer information from the existing semi-structured

sources into a knowledge base. The biggest advantage

of semi-structured sources analysis is that a considerable

amount of human validation has already been involved in the

creation of such sources, which transfers to higher reliability

of included information. Wikipedia is probably one of the

first sources that come to mind while thinking about large-

scale information pools. There are working projects, such

as DBpedia, focusing on transferring knowledge gathered in

Wikipedia into more formalized, digitally processable form

[10]. English part of DBpedia has already been introduced

to ConceptNet, greatly expanding the number concepts de-

scribed in that language. The Japanese part however has not

been transferred yet, leaving this part of ConceptNet at the

size of roughly 1/10 of the English language domain. The

problem with using DBpedia repository is that the infor-

mation gathering algorithms used to prepare the knowledge

base were designed for multilingual input processing and

therefore introduce a considerable amount of noise. As the

knowledge gathered in ConceptNet is, in great proportion,

language and culture-specific, it is vital to widen the scope

of Japanese part independently.

3http://nadya.jp/
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II. HYPONYMY RELATION AS ’ISA’ RELATION

In our approach we use the Hyponymy extraction tool

v1.04, an open-source program for extracting hyponymy

relation pairs from Wikipedia’s XML dump files. The tool

has been developed specifically to process Japanese lan-

guage entries. It consists of four modules, three of which

deal with extraction of hyponymy pairs from different parts

of Wikipedia content: definition, category and hierarchy

structures [11]. The fourth module generates intermediate

concepts of hyponymy relations using the output of the

first three modules [12]. The program utilizes Pecco library5

(SVM-like machine learning tool) to estimate the extracted

hyponymy relation pairs’ plausibility level and boost the

precision and recall of the system [13]. The hyponymy

pairs extracted using the definition, category and hierarchy

modules may be transferred to ConceptNet as two concepts

related to each other by ’IsA’ relationship (Table I lists

examples of the extracted pairs). Yamada et al. [12] argues,

that these pairs are not informative enough to be useful for

such NLP tasks as Question Answering, however they do

fall into the scope of ConceptNet, a domain representing

commonsense and general knowledge. They are simple and

general enough not to interfere with the ConceptNet’s usage

flexibility, yet informative enough to introduce new and

valuable knowledge to the knowledge base.

Table I
EXAMPLES OF EXTRACTED ’ISA’ RELATIONSHIP PAIRS.

Hypernym Hyponym

kouen 6 Motomiya-kouen
(park) (Motomiya Park)

koukyou-shisetsu roujin-fukushi-sentaa
(public institution) (welfare center for the elderly)

kougu baisu
(tool) (vice)

saiji unagi-matsuri
(festival) (eel festival)

III. EXTRACTING OTHER RELATIONS

As mentioned before, the fourth, so called ’extended’

module of the Hyponymy extraction tool v1.0 enriches the

taxonomy acquired by the previous modules. The procedure

is as follows: first it acquires hyponymy relations, further

referred to as basic hyponymy relations, from Wikipedia

with the method proposed by Sumida et al. [13]. Next,

it augments each acquired hypernym with the title of the

Wikipedia article holding the basic hyponymy relation and

consolidates the basic hypernym with the newly gener-

ated augmented hypernym (so called ’T-INTER’), creating

4http://alaginrc.nict.go.jp/hyponymy/
5http://www.tkl.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/∼ynaga/pecco/
6All Japanese language phrases are transliterated and written in italics.

a ’T- hyponymy relation’. In the final step, it generates

additional intermediate concept (’G-INTER’) by generaliz-

ing the enriched hypernym. As a result, it acquires four-

level, information-rich hyponymy relations (’G-hyponymy

relations’). Figure 1 shows the process, depicted by the

example used by the authors [12]. We could imagine the

procedure producing even more additional intermediate con-

cepts by generalizing G-INTER, and further generalizing

over acquired concepts. However it would be difficult to

decide on how deep these generalizations should continue,

and therefore a choice to make one generalization seems

reasonable from the point of view of output data size. If

such further generalizations would be required, they could

be achieved by traversing the graph structure of ConceptNet.

Figure 1. Procedure of Yamada et al. [12] method.

As we can see from the examples in Table II, the gener-

ated augmented hypernyms are too specific to be incorpo-

rated into ConceptNet without compromising the knowledge

base’s versatility of use . However they may be used for

acquiring additional information about their corresponding

hyponyms, such as location, neighboring locations, creator

and so on. Information about location and creator may be

directly transferred into ConceptNet through already built-in

’AtLocation’, ’LocatedNear’ and ’CreatedBy’ relations. The

rest of the acquired information related to the hyponyms

may be represented by a more general ’RelatedTo’ relation.

The procedure of acquiring additional information is

shown on Figure 2. First (Step 1), we scan the G-INTER

using our handcrafted primary rules base in search of

tags referring to locations or creators, for example [city],

[district], [cartoonist], [writer] and so on. Next (Step 2), we

filter the basic hypernym through a secondary rules base to

exclude items that would introduce noise to the output. For

example we can acquire information about the birthplace of

famous people, however this does not mean that we can build

an ’AtLocation’ kind of relationship between the name of

the person and his or her birthplace. Therefore hypernyms

indicating people are excluded from the analysis of location.

If the basic hypernym is positively assessed by the secondary
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Table II
EXAMPLES OF AUGMENTED HYPONYMY RELATIONS GENERATED BY YAMADA et al. [12] METHOD.

Original Hypernym G-INTER T-INTER Hyponym

tojo-jinbutsu SF eiga no tojo-jinbutsu WALL-E no tojo-jinbutsu M.O
(character) (character of SF movie) (character of WALL-E)

seihin kigyo no seihin Silicon Graphics no seihin IRIS Crimson
(product) (product of a company) (product of Silicon Graphics, Inc.)

sakuhin America no shosestu-ka no sakuhin J.D. Salinger no sakuhin A boy in France
(work) (work of American novelist) (work of J.D. Salinger)

machi England no shu no machi East Sussex no machi Uckfield
(town) (town in a county in England) (town in East Sussex)

kantoku musical eiga no kantoku Ame ni Utaeba no kantoku Stanley Donen
(director) (director of a musical) (director of Singin? in the Rain)

ibento Hoso-kyoku no ibento Fuji Television no ibento Odaiba dotto komu
(enent) (event of a broadcasting station) (event of Fuji Television Co., Ltd.) (Odaiba dot com)

rules base, then (Step 3) we assume that the phrase generated

by deleting the basic hypernym from the G-INTER is a

valid location or creator tag. Using the example from Figure

2, we validate that ’county in England’ is a proper tag

to describe a location. In next stage (Step 4) we compare

the validated location or creator tag with the information

included in the T-INTER. This way, using the previous

example, we can extract the knowledge that in this case

the county we refer to is East Sussex. Finally (Step 5), we

connect the newly acquired information to the base hyponym

with an appropriate relationship tag to extract a new relation,

for example Uckfield-AtLocation-East Sussex. In case of

acquiring ’LocatedNear’ pairs we confirm that the basic

hypernym contains a marker indicating physical proximity

(such as Chinese character meaning ’neighboring’). In (Step

2) we filter out items that introduce noise due to ambiguity

and then perform (Step 3)–(Step 5) as described above.

The effectiveness of the method greatly depends on the

number of introduced rules to both primary and secondary

rules base. As our method is still work in progress, this time

we used 21 primary rules and 14 secondary rules, which

allowed us to extract assertions concerning location and

neighboring locations. The rules have been created manually

using heuristics after the analysis of the input data. The

reason why we chose this kind of approach is because

Wikipedia entries analyzed by the system contain informa-

tion about named entities referring to locations written in a

formal format. It means that the information units contain

Chinese characters indicating a type of location, a city,

province, school etc. We use manually crafted rules to detect

these characters, which in turn make us able to get the named

entities referring to locations. Because of the qualities of

Japanese language writing system, these rules are often very

simple, containing a single character, but still effective for

detecting language units we are interested in. For example

secondary rules used for detecting people include suffix

’∼sha’, which describes different professions. For languages

such as English such shortcut would be harder to apply,

and therefore person detection would require a much larger

rules base covering an extensive list of names of professions

and appropriate suffixes (like ’∼er’, ’∼or’ or ’∼ist’). In

future we would like to explore the possibility of combining

heuristics with automated rules discovery methods in order

to achieve higher precision and recall. The number and

reliability level of the data acquired with our method is

presented in the evaluation section.

IV. EVALUATION

In order to verify the reliability level declared by Sumida

et al. [13] and evaluate our proposed method of obtaining

additional relations, we used the 2014-11-04 version of

the Japanese Wikipedia dump data. We obtained 6,014,194

hypernym-hyponym pairs by running the definition, category

and hierarchy modules of the Hyponymy extraction tool

v1.0 at 93.0% precision rate and using the biggest avail-

able training set. The number of unique hyponymy pairs

was 5,866,680, which means that 147,514 pairs have been

extracted by more than one module. This may be treated

as an additional reliability level of those pairs. The 93.0%

reliability level declared by the authors of the method has

been verified by three human annotators, whose task was to

evaluate whether the extracted pairs a) represent a correct

hyponymy relation, b) represent related concepts, but not in

a hyponymy relation, or c) represent unrelated concepts. The

annotators assigned 1, 0.5 and 0 points respectively to 200

randomly selected pairs. We assigned 0.5 points to related

concepts as they may be used to create correct assertions

(see Future Work section). The ratings provided by more

than one annotator were regarded as the evaluation output. In

case of every annotator giving a different score to a particular

pair (two cases), one of the authors decided the score. The

procedure follows a modified Sumida et al. [13] evaluation

method. Table III shows the evaluation results. 97 pairs were
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Figure 2. Procedure of our proposed method.

evaluated as representing correct hyponymy relation, 2 pairs

as related concepts, but not in a hyponymy relation and 1

as unrelated concepts.This results in 99.0% precision value,

which surpasses 93.0% declared by Sumida et al. The level

of overall agreement between annotators was 91.0% and the

Kappa value7 was 0.86, which indicates that the annotation

judgement was in almost perfect agreement [14].

Table III
EVALUATION RESULTS FOR ’ISA’ RELATIONS.

Correct hy-
ponymy

Related
concepts

Unrelated
concepts

Precision Number of
pairs

0.985 0.010 0.005 0.990 5,866,680
(197/200) (2/200) (1/200)

Running the fourth ’extended’ module of the Hyponymy

extraction tool v1.0 on the same Wikipedia dump data

resulted in obtaining 2,738,211 basic hypernym–G-INTER–

T-INTER–basic hyponym sets. By applying our method for

obtaining additional information we were able to generate

131,760 pairs representing AtLocation relation and 6,217

pairs representing LocatedNear relation. For comparison,

nadya.jp, the baseline system using online game, provided

only 8,706 AtLocation relations and no LocatedNear rela-

tions in four years. In case of AtLocation pairs, we evaluated

50 pairs randomly selected from our method’s output and 50

pairs randomly selected from nadya.jp’s AtLocation asser-

tions [7]. In case of LocatedNear relations, a comparison

with baseline was not possible, as the current version of

ConceptNet does not contain any LocatedNear pairs in

its Japanese language section yet. 50 randomly selected

LocatedNear pairs were therefore evaluated independently.

The evaluation procedure follows the previously applied

one, 1 point being appointed to correct AtLocation or

LocatedNear assertions, 0.5 point to related concepts, but

not by AtLocation or LocatedNear relation, and 0 points to

unrelated concepts. In seven cases the annotators’ evaluation

was inconsistent, and therefore one of the authors decided

the score. Table IV shows the evaluation results of our

AtLocation pairs acquisition method in comparison with the

7We used Randolph’s free marginal multirater kappa instead of Fleiss’
fixed-marginal multirater kappa due to high agreement low kappa paradox.

baseline system. 43 pairs generated by our method were

evaluated as representing correct AtLocation relation, 7 pairs

as related concepts, but not in an AtLocation relation. None

of the pairs were assessed as unrelated concepts. This results

in 93.0% precision value. In case of the baseline system,

32 pairs were evaluated as correct AtLocation assertions,

12 as related concepts, but not in an AtLocation relation,

and 6 as unrelated concepts. The precision value for the

baseline system is 76.0%. The level of overall agreement

between annotators was 71.7% and the Kappa value was

0.57, which indicates that the annotation judgement was in

moderate agreement.

Table IV
EVALUATION RESULTS FOR ’ATLOCATION’ RELATIONS IN COMPARISON

WITH NADYA.JP BASELINE.

Correct
AtLoca-
tion

Related
concepts

Unrelated
concepts

Precision Number
of pairs

Proposed 0.860 0.140 0.000 0.930 131,760
(43/50) (7/50) (0/50)

Baseline 0.640 0.240 0.120 0.760 8,706
(32/50) (12/50) (6/50)

p = 0.003, t-score = 3.2097

Table V contains the evaluation result of the generated

LocatedNear relations. 49 pairs were evaluated as correct

LocatedNear pairs, 1 as related concepts and none as unre-

lated concepts, which results in 99.0% precision. The level

of overall agreement between annotators was 84.0% and the

Kappa value was 0.76, which indicates that the annotation

judgement was in substantial agreement.

Table V
EVALUATION RESULTS FOR ’LOCATEDNEAR’ RELATIONS

Correct Lo-
catedNear

Related
concepts

Unrelated
concepts

Precision Number of
pairs

0.980 0.020 0.000 0.990 6,217
(49/50) (1/50) (0/50)

The results of our experiments show that both IsA relation

pairs generated by the definition, category and hierarchy of

the Hyponymy extraction tool v1.0, as well as AtLocation
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and LocatedNear relation pairs extracted by our proposed

method may be incorporated into ConceptNet. Such opera-

tion would be beneficial for the knowledge base, considering

the number of the newly introduced assertions as well as

reliability of the data in comparison with the resources

already present in the knowledge base.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a method for automatic acquisition

of ConceptNet knowledge triplets from Japanese Wikipedia.

It allowed us to mine IsA, AtLocation and LocatedNear

assertions with precision at the level of 99.0%, 93.0% and

99.0% respectively. Considering the fact that the Japanese

part of current ConceptNet 5.3 consists of 1,071,046 asser-

tions, a contribution of 6,004,657 new assertions would be

significant. It would mean an increase at the level of 560.6%.

As Wikipedia is a constantly expanding source, we would

be able to acquire more assertions simply by applying our

method to the updated Wikipedia XML dump files.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In order to extend the functionality of our proposed

method we intend to introduce more primary and secondary

rules, which would allow the system to increase its pre-

cision, as well as the scope of extracted information. The

result of expanded module of the Hyponymy extraction

tool v1.0 contains, apart from location data, information

about tens of thousands of books, films, plays, paintings

etc. and their authors. We intend to use our method on this

information as well, which would allow generating many

reliable CreatedBy type assertions. Additional analysis of the

acquired data may reveal further possibilities. As mentioned

before, we would also like to explore the possibility of using

machine learning algorithm for automatic rule generation

combined with already present heuristics. Such combination

could potentially be more effective in increasing precision

and recall as well as finding new rules to extract even more

relations.

We also plan to create an interface for easy evaluation of the

method’s output by Japanese native speakers. This would

allow us to utilize the pairs representing related concepts.

Instead of simply filtering them out, we could build new

assertion on their basis by modifying the relation type or

correcting one of the concepts.
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